Abstract. We select a sample of radio galaxies at high redshifts (z 1) in the COSMOS field, by cross-matching optical and infrared (IR) images with the FIRST radio data. The aim of this study is to explore the high-z radio-loud (RL) AGN population at much lower luminosities than the classical samples of distant radio sources and similar to those of the local population of radio galaxies. Precisely, we extended a previous analysis focused on low-luminosity radio galaxies by Chiaberge et al. (2009) and Baldi et al. (2013) . The wide multiwavelength coverage provided by the COSMOS survey allows us to derive their Spectral Energy Distributions (SEDs). We model them with our own developed technique 2SPD that includes old and young stellar populations and dust emission. When added to those previously selected we obtain a sample of 74 RL AGN. The SED modeling returns several important quantities associated with the AGN and host properties. The resulting photometric redshifts range from z∼0.7 to 3. The sample mostly includes compact radio sources, but also 21 FR IIs sources; the radio power distribution of the sample covers ∼10 31.5 − 10 34.3 erg s −1 Hz −1 , thus straddling the local FR I/FR II break. The inferred range of stellar mass of the hosts is ∼10 10 − 10 11.5 M ⊙ . The SEDs are dominated by the contribution from an old stellar population with an age of ∼ 1 − 3 Gyr for most of the sources. However, UV and mid-IR (MIR) excesses are observed for half of the sample. The dust luminosities inferred from the MIR excesses are in the range L dust ∼ 10 43 − 10 45.5 erg s −1 , associated with temperatures approximately of 350-1200 K. Estimates of the UV component yield values of ∼ 10 41.5 − 10 45.5 erg s −1 at 2000 Å. UV emission is significantly correlated with both IR and radio luminosities, the former being the stronger link. However, the origin of UV and dust emission, whether it is produced by the AGN of by star formation, is still unclear. Our results show that this RL AGN population at high redshifts displays a wide variety of properties. Low-power radio galaxies, associated with UVand IR-faint hosts are generally similar to red massive galaxies of the local FR Is. At the opposite side of the radio luminosity distribution, large MIR and UV excesses are observed in objects consistent with quasar-like AGN, as also proved by their high dust temperatures, more similar to local FR IIs.
Introduction
The advent of multiband dataset from large area surveys marked the starting point of a new scientific approach based on large samples of sources through a multiwavelength analysis. The immense number of sources as well as the completeness of the sample is fundamental for obtaining results with high statistical foundations. Clear examples are represented by large surveys, such as Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS) (York et al. 2000) and COSMOS ) which provide wide multi-wavelength coverage. The association of targets at different wavelengths helps us to determine the properties of the sources and, especially to derive their SEDs.
Among the most energetic phenomena in the Universe, radio galaxies occupy an important position in the study of the fundamental issues of modern astrophysics, such as accretion onto black holes (BH), the co-evolution between the host galaxy and BH, the feedback process of the AGN on the interstellar and intercluster medium (e.g. Hopkins et al. 2006; Fabian et al. 2006) . In this context, the cross-match of radio and optical surveys specifically provides a unique tool in the analysis of the RL AGN. It consists in identifying optically large numbers of radio sources, to obtain spectroscopic/photometric redshifts, and finally to investigate the links between the radio structures, associated with the central engine, and the host galaxies. For example, Best et al. (2005a,b) selected a sample of radio galaxies by cross-correlating optical SDSS, and radio NVSS (Condon et al. 1998 ) and FIRST (Becker et al. 1995) catalogs. This sample constitutes a very good representation of radio galaxies in the local Universe. Recently, the advent of the COSMOS survey which give X-ray, UV, optical, infrared, and radio data all at once, facilitates the community to select large sample of sources on a wider range of wavelengths even then SDSS, but on a 2 deg 2 area of the sky. Since the COSMOS catalogs are available for the community, several studies have already been carried out on radio sources. Schinnerer et al. (2004 Schinnerer et al. ( , 2007 selected ∼3600 radioemitting galaxies (starburst and AGN) in the COSMOS field based on VLA radio maps at 1.4 GHz. Smolčić et al. (2008) explore the properties of the sub-mJy radio population, using the VLA-COSMOS dataset, separating star-forming galaxies from AGN, reaching L 1.4GHz ∼ 10 33 erg s −1 Hz −1 . Their sample is a mixture of objects with z 1.2 where AGN dominate over star-bust galaxies for L 1.4GHz > 10 31 erg s −1 Hz −1 . Bardelli et al. (2010) investigate the properties and the environment of radio sources, at z < 1, by combining the VLA-COSMOS dataset and the redshift-survey zCOSMOS (Lilly et al. 2007 ). This sample includes low-luminosity radio-emitting objects (L 1.4GHz < 10 32 erg s −1 Hz −1 ) associated with red massive (∼ 7 ×10
10 M ⊙ ) hosts in over-dense regions. The basic idea of this study is to select a sample representative of the RL AGN population at z 1, in order to investigate the properties of the radio galaxies in a cosmic era, where the AGN activity plays a fundamental role in the galaxy formation. Such a sample can be used to answer to different astrophysical questions, such as, cosmological evolution of radio galaxies, study of their luminosity function, comparison with local active and quiescent galaxies, all in light of the symbiotic relation between AGN and host. For this purpose we choose the COSMOS field because the large multi-wavelength dataset provided by the survey consists in a unique tool to perform a multi-band selection procedure.
The main problem of the selection of sources at high redshifts is represented by the observational bias which makes flux-limited samples more abundant of powerful sources due to the tight redshift-luminosity dependence. In fact available samples of RL AGN at z 1 (e.g., 3CR and its deeper successors) mostly include powerful 'edge-brightened' (FR II, Fanaroff & Riley 1974) objects. This implies that our knowledge about the high-z RL AGN population misses a fundamental piece, consisting of the weak 'edge-darkened' radio galaxies (FR I). Unlike previous studies, in this work we pay much attention to include the low-power radio sources in order to satisfy the sample requirements of completeness and homogeneity, as needed. The first steps in that direction were done by Chiaberge et al. (2009) (hereafter C09) . They selected in the COSMOS field the first seizable sample of FR I candidates at z 1. Such a research is motivated by the peculiarity of this class of sources. In fact in the local Universe, FR Is typically live in massive early-type galaxy in clusters. This behavior, if shared by their high-z counterparts, will help the community to address a number of other unsolved problems in current astrophysics, such as the evolution of the elliptical galaxies, assessing the relationship between giant elliptical and their central BH at low nuclear luminosities, searching for cluster to study their formation and evolution, and studying the possible FR I-QSO association, not common in the local Universe.
In order to study the overall high-z RL AGN population, we deem necessary to relax the selection criteria and include radio sources regardless of their morphology and radio flux. In particular we also include FR II radio sources as well as those with a flux higher than 13 mJy, the high flux threshold used by C09. This resulting sample will include, by definition, the low-power radio galaxies selected by C09, despite of the different goals of selection. As we will show later, the selection procedure yields a sample of radio sources of much lower luminosity than classical samples of distant radio sources (approximatively 2.5 orders of magnitude fainter, e.g., Willott et al. 2001 for z 0.7) and similar to those of the local population of radio galaxies.
Once the sample is selected, we will study the multiwavelength properties (from radio to IR) of the high-z RL AGN population . We will address different studies of such a population in forthcoming papers. Precisely, in this work, we will also perform an analysis analogous to what Baldi et al. (2013) (hereafter B13) operated on the sample selected by C09. B13, taking advantage of the large multi-wavelength coverage provided by the COSMOS survey, carefully identified the correct counterparts of the selected radio sources at different wavelengths to derive their genuine emission. They thus constructed their SEDs from the FUV to the MIR wavelengths. The SED modeling with stellar templates returned their photoz and their AGN and host properties. Their main results are the following. The resulting photometric redshifts range from ∼ 0.7 to 3. The radio power distribution of their sample, ∼ 10 31.5 − 10 33.3 erg s −1 Hz −1 at rest-frame 1.4 GHz, indicates that their radio power is indeed mostly consistent with local FR Is. Yet, a small contribution of sources show larger radio power, above the local FR I/FR II break.
1 Most of the hosts of these high-z low-luminosity radio sources are massive galaxies (∼7×10 10 M ⊙ ) dominated by an old stellar population (a few Gyr) but significant excesses in either the UV or in the MIR band are often present.
In this paper we select a sample of RL AGN in the COSMOS field with a multiwavelength identification of their hosts described in Section 3 and Section 4. Since the entire sample includes the FR I candidates selected by C09 and their properties are already studied by B13, we initially study the 'newly selected' radio sources following B13 and then we consider the entire sample. Using the FUV-MIR data provided by the COSMOS survey, we derive their SED (Section 5) and we model them using 2SPD (2 Stellar Population and Dust component) technique for the radio sources selected in this work. The results returned from the SED modeling are presented in Section 6: the photometric redshifts, and the host properties, such as stellar ages, masses and dust, and UV components.
1 FR I galaxies typically have a radio power lower than that of FR II sources, with the FR I/FR II break set at L 178MHz ∼ 2×10 33 erg s −1 Hz −1 (Fanaroff & Riley 1974) . The transition is rather smooth and both radio morphologies are present in the population of sources around the break. In Section 7 we gather the entire sample of distant RL AGN in the COSMOS field to study their radio power distribution (Section 7.1) and global properties (Section 7.2). In Section 7.3 we look for relations between radio, IR, and UV luminosities to investigate the origin of their emission at these wavelengths. In Section 8, we summarize the results and we discuss our findings.
We adopt a Hubble constant of H 0 = 71 km s −1 Mpc −1 , Ω m = 0.27 and Ω vac = 0.73, as given by the WMAP cosmology (e.g., Spergel et al. 2003; Jarosik et al. 2011) . All the magnitudes are in AB mag system, if not otherwise specified.
Dataset
The photometric data used to derive the SEDs of our sources are taken from the COSMOS survey ). This survey comprises ground based as well as imaging and spectroscopic observations from radio to X-rays wavelengths, covering a 2 deg 2 area in the sky. Optical and IR observations and data reduction are presented in Capak et al. (2007) , Capak et al. (2008) and Taniguchi et al. (2007) . A multiwavelength photometric catalog was generated using SExtractor (Bertin & Arnouts 1996) and includes objects with total magnitude I< 25.
2 The survey includes HST/ACS data (Koekemoer et al. 2007 ) which provides the highest angular resolution (∼ 0.
′′ 09) among the COSMOS images. Furthermore, the survey gathers data from GALEX, Subaru, CFHT, UKIRT, NOAO, and Spitzer.
The COSMOS collaboration provides different catalogs. For this optical identification we use the COSMOS Intermediate and Broad Band Photometry Catalog 2008 (Capak et al. 2008) 3 from which we take the broad-band magnitudes of our sources from the FUV to the K bands. At IR wavelengths, we also used the S-COSMOS IRAC 4-channel Photometry Catalog June 2007 and S- COSMOS MIPS 24 Photometry Catalog October 2008 (or S-COSMOS MIPS 24um DEEP Photometry Catalog June 2007 to search for the Spitzer/IRAC and MIPS counterparts (Sanders et al. 2007) .
The selection of the sample is also based on radio data from the FIRST survey (Becker et al. 1995) . The data are obtained with the VLA in B configuration with an angular resolution of ∼5 ′′ and reach a flux limit of ∼1 mJy. We also used data from the NVSS survey (Condon et al. 1998) (VLA in D configuration) . The NVSS has a lower spatial resolution (∼45 ′′ ) and with a higher flux density limit (∼2.5 mJy) than the FIRST survey, but these data are useful since they are more sensitive to diffuse low surface brightness radio emission that the FIRST data. We will also use data from the VLA-COSMOS Large and Deep Projects (Schinnerer et al. 2004 (Schinnerer et al. , 2007 , i.e. VLA observations (in A-C array) of the COSMOS field at a resolution of 1.
′′ 5 and with a mean rms noise of ∼ 10 µJy/beam. The COSMOS survey also provides spectroscopic data from the Very Large Telescope (VLT) (zCOSMOS, Lilly et al. 2007) and from the Magellan (Baade) telescope (Trump et al. 2 The COSMOS catalog is derived from a combination of the CFHT i * and Subaru i + images, to which the authors refer as I-band images 3 http://irsa.ipac.caltech.edu/cgi-bin/Gator/nph-dd 2007). In addition, the COSMOS collaboration performed their own photo-z derivation mostly for sources with i + < 25.5 with a relative redshift accuracy of 0.007 at i + < 22.5 ) and, also, for optically identified sources detected with XMM, achieving a relative accuracy of 0.014 for i + < 22.5 ). The COSMOS Photometric Redshift Catalog Fall 2008 (mag I = 25 limited) gathers the photometric redshifts measured from those authors.
The sample
The aim of the project is to select the RL AGN population in the COSMOS field at high redshifts. With respect to the objects considered in C09 and studied by B13, we relax the selection criteria in order to include not just high redshift FR I candidates, but all radio sources likely to be associated with galaxies at z 1. Differently from C09 we did not set a high radio flux limit (they only included objects with a FIRST flux ranging between 1 and 13 mJy) and we also decided not to exclude u-band dropout galaxies.
We then simply search for sources with FIRST radio emission larger than 1 mJy over the COSMOS field. The total number of FIRST radio detection sources in a circular area of radius 5100 arcsec 4 is 515. 5 This number also includes the radio sources selected by C09. Given that the radio morphology is fundamental to identify the host galaxy, we only consider FIRST sources which have VLA-COSMOS counterpart. This strongly facilitates the host identification because of its higher spatial resolution than FIRST images. In 10 objects the VLA image does not show any radio emission in correspondence of the FIRST source. These are probably diffuse objects not visible in the VLA-COSMOS image due to its higher spatial resolution. Such radio sources have FIRST radio flux less than 3.74 mJy (typically ∼1.2 mJy).
Similarly to the selection procedure performed by C09, we use the assumption that the properties of the host galaxies of the RL AGN population at high redshifts are similar to those of distant FR IIs. Typical FR II radio galaxy at 1 < z < 2 has a K-band magnitude fainter than 17 (Willott et al. 2003) . Since the typical I − K color for FR II host is not smaller than 4, this assumption sets a lower limit on the I-band magnitude of the host of 21 (in the Subaru or CFHT images). We use this optical limit to select the optical counterparts of the FIRST radio sources. In such a process, we perform a rough identification of the I-band counterpart. In fact a more detailed host identification is aim of the next step of the selection. Furthermore, we also include in the sample radio sources which satisfy the radio selection but are either spectroscopically classified as QSO or candidates QSO based on the point-like appearance in the ACS images. Such objects might have I< 21, since the AGN emission out-shines the galaxy emission in optical band. Excluding Column description: (1) identification number; (2) COSMOS-VLA (Large Project) ID number of the object (Schinnerer et al. 2007 ). In case of multiple objects, the number of components is shown on the superscript. The obejcts marked with * are identified in the COSMOS-VLA Deep Project (Schinnerer et al. 2004 ). The object 34 has the NVSS ID; (3)-(4) right ascension and declination of (one of the components of) FIRST radio source; (5) number of matches found in the FIRST catalog associated with the same radio galaxy; (6) (total) FIRST radio flux (mJy) of the entire radio source; (7) NVSS radio flux (mJy). The two objects, 12 and 13, are included in the same NVSS radio sources with a flux of 7.6 mJy. (8) COSMOS-VLA radio morphology; (9) ID number of the host associated with the radio galaxy from the COSMOS Intermediate and Broad Band Photometry Catalog 2008 ; (10) Subaru i + , CFHT i * or ACS/HST F814W magnitude of the host galaxy from the the COSMOS catalog or measured on the image; (11) photometric redshift with 99% confidence-level errors; (12) spectroscopic redshift from the zCOSMOS catalog (Lilly et al. 2007 ) marked with a, the Magellan catalog (Trump et al. 2007 ) marked with b, and SDSS QSO spectra (Hewett & Wild 2010) marked with c. Baldi, R.D. et al.: The radio-loud AGN population at z 1 in the COSMOS field 5 the sources of the C09 sample, the new selected objects in the COSMOS field based on the radio emission and on the I-band magnitude are 56 6 We identify the optical/infrared counterpart to the radio emission, by checking the multi-wavelength images of each radio source. Details of the host identification are in Section 4. For 46 objects this procedure is successful (see Table 1 ), while for 10 FIRST radio sources we do not trust much in the host identification because of the complexity of the radio morphology or the ambiguity of the correct optical counterpart. Therefore we prefer to leave these 10 sources out. Those sources are presented in Table 2 .
The sample of 46 members includes 2 spectroscopically confirmed QSOs from the SDSS catalog (Hewett & Wild 2010) . From the point of view of the radio morphology classification, the sample includes 18 compact (or marginally resolved at the resolution provided by the COSMOS-VLA images) radio structures, 6 slightly extended sources, one intermediate FR I/FR II, and 21 FR IIs (see Sect 7.1). Nine of the sources we selected as part of this work have properties that satisfy the selection criteria of C09. These objects were not included in that sample most likely because their radio flux in the version of the FIRST catalog those authors used was not listed as > 1 mJy. This is due to the continuously ongoing updating of the FIRST catalog over the years. The COSMOS collaboration performed a similar radio selection in the COSMOS field, called the VLA-COSMOS Large Project (Schinnerer et al. 2007) . It consists of identification of radio-emitting sources at 1.4 GHz observed with the VLA at higher radio resolution (A and C arrays) than NVSS and FIRST we used. However, our selection procedure is more sensitive to low brightness radio sources than that used by the VLA-COSMOS Large Project. In fact we detect radio sources in FIRST which do not show emission in the VLA-COSMOS images. Most of our sources are included in the VLA-COSMOS catalog (Table 1) . However, those not included are still visible in the VLA-COSMOS radio maps. Therefore our sample does not totally overlap with the catalog created by Schinnerer et al. (2007) . This suggests that our careful visual inspection is fundamental to identify weak sources. Furthermore, differently from the VLA-COSMOS catalog, we perform a multi-band cross-matching to isolate the distant radio sources and exclude the possible star-forming galaxies.
Multi-band counterparts identification
The radio morphology of the source plays a fundamental role in this procedure. In order to inspect that of our sources, we mainly use the radio maps (180 arcsec, corresponding to a size of ∼1.5 Mp at z=1) from the VLA-COSMOS Large and Deep Projects in comparison with the low-resolution FIRST and NVSS images. The VLA-COSMOS images provide sufficient angular resolution to recognize the presence of radio cores, useful (but not necessary) to identify the corresponding host galaxies.
The VLA-COSMOS radio morphologies of the selected sample are variegated (see Figure A. Conversely, no 'bona-fide' FR I structures are present. Half of the sample appears as compact sources (unresolved, or slightly resolved at the resolution of the VLA-COSMOS survey, 1.
′′ 5). 6 objects show only slightly elongated radio structures. One QSO is associated with a FR II, while the other has a compact radio morphology. Unfortunately, we leave out 10 sources because we fail in the host identification. These sources show compact, complex and FR II radio morphologies (see Figure A .3 and Table 2 ).
A further tool of identification is given by the highresolution HST/ACS images, which allow us to locate the host associated with the radio source and distinguish it from possible mis-identified companions. All the sources, but 8 objects, have HST/ACS images. Further five objects are not bright enough to be detected in the HST/ACS maps. For these objects i + -band Subaru images represent the best alternatives for their larger sensitivity despite lower resolution than HST/ACS. For one source (namely 33), HST/ACS and i + -band Subaru images are not present, but i * -band CFHT observation. Let us focus on the identifications. 21 targets show a compact (unresolved, or slightly resolved at the resolution of the VLA-COSMOS survey, 1.
′′ 5), and another 6 sources show extended structures on a scale of ∼3-4
′′ . For such objects, we start the multiband identification process looking for a I-band counterpart to the radio source within a 0.
′′ 3 radius from the radio position in the COSMOS catalog. Then we check the co-spatiality of the position of the optical host, the VLA radio source and the IRAC infrared emission. If this occurs with a separation of less than 0.
′′ 5 (the astrometry accuracy of IRAC maps), the three counterparts are considered as associated with the same source. The majority of the radio sources are optically identified at distances smaller than 0.
′′ 1 from the radio source. We also use the Spitzer data to search for the infrared counterparts. In such case we use a larger search radius (2 ′′ ) due to their coarser resolutions. For 2 compact radio sources the host identification failed because of the presence of multiple optical sources falling within the radio structure. In Fig. A.1 we show the successful identification, while the two 'failed' objects are shown in Fig. A.3 .
Considering the sources which show extended radio emission, the sample selected in this work also includes sources with a FR II morphology, contrary to the C09 sample. The optical identification for those extended radio objects is clearly more difficult than for the compact ones. In order to strengthen the host identification, we visually check the counterparts in each image available from the UV to the IR band.
In 11 cases, the radio source has a triple structure with a central unresolved radio component (most likely the radio core) associated with an optical/IR counterpart (see Fig. A.1 ). In these cases we proceed as above, using the location of the central component as reference for the optical/IR counterpart ( Fig. A.2) .
Conversely, in the remaining 18 radio sources the association is less obvious. This is the case of 2 objects with a complex radio morphology (object 49 and 50), of 14 double radio sources (without radio core), or of 2 sources with a triple morphology, but where the central component is extended. For the 2 triple sources (objects 7 and 17), the central radio component indicates the approximative location of the radio core and it is probably elongated due to the contribution of a radio jet. We look for an optical/IR host in this area and indeed a single bright galaxy is found in both cases, which we identify as the counterpart.
For the remaining 14 FR IIs we look for the host galaxy along a straight line connecting the hot spots in the VLA-COSMOS images. In 8 cases we identify as host galaxy the brightest optical/IR counterpart which also corresponds to the closest to the center of the radio structure as shown in Fig. A .2. Conversely, in objects 47, 48, and 52 there is no visible optical/IR source between the lobes; finally, in objects 54, 55, and 56, the association is not univocal since several optical/IR sources are present. These 6 objects are shown in Fig. A.3 together with the 2 complex radio sources, which we exclude from the sample.
Clearly, while the identifications of the hosts of 10 (2 triples and 8 doubles) FR II are plausible, having excluded the less convincing ones, we cannot exclude that there might still be spurious associations. This is most likely the case of radio sources of large angular size and where the host is far from the center of the radio structure, such as object 46. However, in most cases the proximity of the radio lobes reduces significantly such a risk since the host search area is limited to only a few squared arcseconds.
Summarizing, the identification is successful for 46 objects. All but 6 are present in the COSMOS broad band Photometry catalog. Furthermore, each radio source has a Spitzer infrared counterpart. For the identified objects, we take from these catalogs the 3 ′′ -aperture photometric magnitudes from ∼ 0.15 µm to 24 µm. The careful visual inspection of the images of the identified sources enables us to recognize the presence of three sources associated with a stellar-like optical counterpart (see Sect. 6.2 for details). This might indicate a compact nucleus out-shining the host galaxy, sign of the presence a quasar in the center. In fact two of them are spectroscopically confirmed QSOs (namely, 29 and 37). Unfortunately, the third object (namely, 35) does not have any available spectroscopic information. It is associated with a compact radio source. All the sources are detected in optical band, but three objects (namely, 2, 30, and 34) which are only detected at longer wavelengths.
The COSMOS catalogs are affected by the limitations typical of multiband surveys, such as misidentification of targets with close neighbor or the contamination by nearby bright sources. We then check the multi-band counterpart identification of each source by visually inspecting its multiband images, rather than blindly using the data provided by the COSMOS catalog. More specifically, we identify all objects where i) nearby sources are present within the 3 ′′ radius used for the aperture photometry (thus contaminating the genuine emission from the radio galaxies) or when ii) the counterparts to the iband object does not correspond to the same object over the various bands. In these circumstances, 1) in case of contamination from a nearby source(s), we subtract from the flux resulting from the photometry centered on the radio source the emission from the neighbor(s), 2) we perform a new 3 ′′ -aperture photometry properly centered on the position of the radio source. When needed, we applied the required aperture corrections (see B13).
When an object cannot be separate from a close companion or when the counterpart is not visible in a given band, we measure a 2-σ flux upper limit. Six sources are visible in the optical band (Subaru or CFHT) but they do not reach the flux threshold of the COSMOS broad band Photometry catalog, or are contaminated by a companion, or are wrongly identified by the COSMOS catalog. In only three cases (namely, 2, 30, and 33) instead, no i-band identification is possible, but the identification with the radio source is nonetheless straightforward in the infrared images.
As already outlined in B13, in some cases, the GALEX and MIPS catalog photometry returns apparently wrong identification. However, we visually check all the counterparts to confirm the UV and IR identifications. If a source is not detected in GALEX we prefer not to include upper limits in our analysis, because the corresponding NUV or FUV flux is substantially higher than the detections at larger wavelengths and are not useful to constrain the SED. For six sources, we measure the 24µm flux when not detected by the catalog. Furthermore, we compute the photometry correction to the COSMOS UKIRT J-band magnitudes as observed by B13.
The corrected 3 ′′ -aperture photometric measurements of all 46 sources are tabulated in Tables A.1 and A.2 and includes all the multi-band magnitudes associated with the optical/IR counterparts of the radio galaxies.
SED fitting
The SEDs are derived by collecting multiband data from the FUV to the MIR wavelengths. Since not all of the objects are detected in the entire set of available bands, the number of datapoints used to constrain the SED fitting ranges from 19 (object 29) to 2 (object 33). However, the upper limits to the magnitudes, especially in blue and IR band, can, at least, roughly constrain the contribution of the YSP and dust component.
As discussed in B13, the residuals of the SED fitting becomes smaller when a second stellar component and dust emission are included. Taking into account the larger number of parameters in the fit than in the case of a single stellar population (such as Hyperz, Bolzonella et al. 2000) , the fitting improvement is basically due to the fact that two different stellar populations, typically one younger and one older (YSP and OSP, respectively) can reproduce better the complex morphology of the SED, which might represent the complex star formation history of the galaxy. Furthermore, the dust emission is necessary to account for the MIR component, not compatible with stellar emission. The simultaneous inclusion of such components is allowed by our developed code 2SPD (see B13 for details on the code) which we prefer to use in this work rather Column description: (1) identification number increasing with the distance from the center of the COSMOS field; (2) COSMOS-VLA (Large Project) ID number of the object. In case of multiple objects, the number of components is shown on the superscript. The obejcts marked with * are identified in the COSMOS-VLA Deep Project; (3)-(4) right ascension and declination of (one of the components of) FIRST radio source; (5) number of matches found in the FIRST catalog associated with the same radio galaxy; (6) (total) FIRST radio flux (mJy) of the entire radio source; (7) NVSS radio flux (mJy); (8) COSMOS-VLA radio morphology.
than Hyperz. Since we use stellar templates, we left out the two spectroscopically confirmed QSOs from this procedure.
The stellar synthetic models used are from Bruzual & Charlot (2009) (priv. comm.) and Maraston (2005) , the two sets differing for their Initial Mass Function (IMF) (Salpeter 1955; Kroupa 2001; Chabrier 2003) . We considered models of solar metallicity, single stellar population with ages ranging from 1 Myr to 12.5 Gyr. We adopt a dust-screen model for the extinction normalized with the free parameter A V , and the Calzetti et al. (2000) law. On the other hand, we model the dust component with a single (or, in some cases, two) temperature black-body emission.
The code 2SPD searches for the best match between the sum of the different components and the photometric points minimizing the appropriate χ 2 function. 2SPD returns the following free parameters: z, A V , the age of the two stellar populations, the temperature of the dust component(s), and the normalization factors. For the 9 objects whose spectroscopic redshifts are available, we prefer to keep fixed their redshifts as the observed values, since in the case of free parameter, as performed in B13, the photo-z obtained are always consistent with the spectroscopic redshifts. From the fit we measure the stellar mass content of the two stellar populations at 4800 Å rest frame. However, caution should be exerted before associating these values to physical quantities because of degeneracy in the parameter space, apart from the photometric redshifts (Table 3) . Furthermore, since the infrared excess is not often evident, the dust emission is usually poorly constrained. Thence we prefer not to give any particular physical meaning to each value of the dust parameters (temperature and luminosity). We will return to the dust properties in more detail in Sect. 6.3.
To estimate the errors on the photo-z and mass derivations, we measure the 99%-confident solutions for these quantities. This is computed by varying the value of the parameter of interest (photo-z or mass), until the χ 2 value increases by ∆χ 2 = 6.63, corresponding to a confidence level of 99% for that parameter. Table 3 presents the resulting parameters of the fit.
RESULTS
The SED modeling process has been performed for all the 46 objects (except for the spectroscopically-confirmed QSO, namely 29 and 37), by using the template-fitting techniques, 2SPD. We also model the SED of object 35, although it is optical appearance and its SED shape suggests an identification as a QSO.
The SEDs for approximately half of the sample show a 'bell' shape. Such a behavior is ascribed to the dominance of the OSP over the YSP and dust component(s). However, the other half of the sample show excesses in UV and/or MIR wavelengths.
Generally, the number of photometric detections is crucial for the SED fitting reliability. The case of 33 is a clear example. The object is detected only in 3.6 and and 5.8 µm IRAC bands, because the source is on the border of the COSMOS field. Furthermore, since the OSP is the component which fits the SED on a larger range of wavelengths than YSP and dust, the dominance of the OSP over the other two components determines the quality/reliability of the modeling. In fact another aspect crucial for the fitting is the intrinsic prominence of some spectral properties of the OSP: the 4000 Å break and the blue or infrared part of the spectrum. If these features are not evident in the SED because the YSP and/or dust component dominate over the OSP, the resulting fit is not unique and thus is not reliable. This is the case of the objects 10, 22 and 35. Therefore, for these four radio sources (including object 33), we do not consider reliable the SED model we obtain with the 2SPD technique.
Photometric redshifts
The photometric redshifts obtained with 2SPD (Table 3) for the 46 objects selected in this work range between ∼0.8 and 2.4. 13 out of 46 sources are not present in the COSMOS photo-z cat- alog mainly because their I-band magnitudes are beyond the I = 25 limit of the COSMOS Photometric Redshift Catalog and, marginally because of the mis-identification of the photometric counterparts (see B13 for details). For such objects we do not have another photo-z measurement apart from our derivation.
In order to test the reliability of our photo-z derivation, we first compare the photometric redshifts measured with 2SPD with those obtained with the template-fitting technique performed by the COSMOS collaboration Salvato et al. 2009) (Fig. 1) . Obviously, we do not consider for the comparison the objects 10, 22, 33, and 35 (for the reasons explained in Sect. 6), the sources not included in the COSMOS photo-z catalog, and those whose spectroscopic redshifts are available. Generally, our photometric redshifts are consistent with the COSMOS photo-z within the errors. On average, our photo-z uncertainties are slightly smaller than those provided by the COSMOS collaboration. This indicates that the redshift does not depend much on the single changes in the datapoints. However, our SEDs are more realistic because of our careful visual inspection of the multi-band counterpart identifications. The normalized redshift differences (∆z/(1 + z), between our values and the COSMOS photo-z) are smaller than 0.08, similar to what B13 found, for all but 3 objects that reach ∆z/z ∼ 0.22 − 0.27 (objects 6, 13, and 18).
Since the sample includes spectroscopically-confirmed QSOs and other potential QSOs whose SEDs appear powerlaw dominated, we use the method to derive the photometric redshifts, introduced by Richards et al. (2001a,b) for quasars. They construct an empirical color-redshift relation based on the median colors of quasars from the SDSS survey as a function of redshift. Photometric redshifts are then determined by mini- as a function of redshift. We apply this method to the sources which show a QSOlike SED and detected in at least 2 SDSS bands, i.e. objects 22 and 35 (object 10 is excluded for this reason). As a sanity check, we include in this analysis the two spectroscopicallyconfirmed QSO, namely 29 and 37. We also decided to reanalyze objects with similar spectral shapes found by B13, namely COSMOS-FR I 32, 37, 226, because they are potentially QSO for their power-law spectral behavior, and the spectroscopically-confirmed QSO, COSMOS-FR I 236. Table 4 reports the SDSS colors for these 8 objects and Figure 2 shows their χ 2 curves. The χ 2 minima smaller than the unity are not considered statistically significant. For the three spectroscopic QSO (29, 37 and COSMOS-FR I 236), the χ 2 minima is consistent with the spectroscopic redshifts. For object 35 the χ 2 minimum indicates a redshift of 1.8, different from that we derive from the SED modeling (1.03). We then finally change the classification of this source to QSO because of its SED and optical appearance and use as redshift z = 1.80
+0.40
−0.40 . Conversely, for the objects 22 and 33 and COSMOS-FR I 32, 37, and 226, the SDSS color fitting does not produce a reliable evidence for a redshift within the range of our interest. Therefore, we finally exclude these 6 objects (including object 10 not detected in SDSS bands) from the entire sample since their photometric derivation is not convincing.
Summarizing, after the SED quality test the sample selected in this work is reduced to 43 objects and we also exclude three sources from the sample studied by B13. Figure 3 summarizes our selection procedure, providing the number of the sources selected in each step of the selection.
Host galaxy properties
We now focus on the properties of the host galaxies inferred from the SED modeling and in particular on their stellar populations for the 43 sources selected in this work, similarly to what done by B13.
The stellar mass of the galaxy, M * , is one of the most robust result of the modeling. However, as discussed in B13, the presence of additional dust component to the OSP might affect Fig. 2 . Distribution of the χ 2 function (see text) at varying redshift for objects 22, 29, 35, and 37 and for COSMOS-FR I 32, 37, 226, and 236 obtained from the color-redshift relation using SDSS colors (Richards et al. 2001b) . the stellar mass estimate more than the inclusion of a YSP. The inferred mass range is ∼10 10 − 10 11.5 M ⊙ (Fig. 4) , reported in Table 3 .
Although the other host parameters derived from the SED modeling are less constrained than the estimate of the stellar content in the galaxy, we can globally state that the hosts are dominated by an OSP with an age of ∼ 1−3 × 10 9 years, similar to the results obtained by B13. Assuming that the emission at short wavelengths is associated with a YSP, the most significant UV component are reproduced by stellar populations of a few Myr (Table 3) , with a contribution to the total mass of the galaxy less than 1%.
In order to qualitatively study the host type, the optical HST/ACS images provides the highest resolution view of the galaxy, although the maps are single orbit pointings. For the remaining (Subaru, CHFT, and Spitzer), optical and infrared images can only provide a tentative indication of the host morphology for all the sources, apart from the four QSO which show a point-like optical nucleus outshining the weaker galaxy.
With a visual inspection of the multi-band counterparts of the host, we can attempt to recognize the presence of clear spiral/disk galaxies or galaxies which clearly differ from smooth ellipticals as observed at z∼1 (e.g., Huertas-Company et al. 2007 ). We do not see any evident late-type galaxy, but generally we can tentatively classify them as bulge-dominated objects. Only four sources (namely 18, 19, 38 and 41) show more irregular morphologies than classical undisturbed ellipticals (Fig. 5) , which might be possible sign of an interaction with companion(s). In fact, the optical images of several objects show rich environments in their surroundings, similarly to what C09 found for the COSMOS-FR I sources.
Dust emission
Concerning the 43 objects selected in this work, dust emission is required to adequately model the SEDs of 16 objects (not considering the three QSOs) due to the detection of emission at 24 µm, and significant excesses above the stellar emission are observed also at shorter infrared wavelengths in 8 of these galaxies. However, as discussed in Sect. 5, the results of the SED fitting concerning the dust components should not be used to infer dust properties. In order to explore the dust properties we estimated the residuals between the best fitting stellar model and the data-points, looking for an excess at the Spitzer wavelengths. We then integrated the residuals (by assuming that the spectrum is represented by a multiple step function) to obtain the infrared excess luminosity, L IR excess in the range covered by the Spitzer data, i.e. ∼ 3 -26 µm (see B13 for the details). The estimated dust properties are reported in Table 3 . The analysis misses the information on the dust content for the quasars, because they have been treated differently from the rest of the sample. In fact we do not model their SEDs with stellar templates. Therefore, for the three QSO selected in this work, we estimate the dust luminosities with the method mentioned above and by assuming that the emission at the Spitzer wavelengths has only a dust origin. We also estimate the dust component for the QSO selected by C09 (COSMOS-FR I 236) with the same method. Table 5 shows the inferred IR luminosities for the quasars.
The dust luminosities of the sample selected in this work, expressed as infrared excess luminosities, are in the range L IR excess ∼ 10 43 − 10 45.5 erg s −1 , similar to that found for the low-power radio galaxies studied by B13. FR IIs cover the entire range of IR excess luminosities, showing also non detections at 24 µm.
Similarly to what done by B13, we also measured the spectral index of the infrared residuals over the OSP between 8 µm and 24 µm, α IR . Taking into account only significant (> 3 σ) excesses at 8 µm, this value can be estimated in 8 cases, with values spanning between α IR ∼ 1 and -1. For other 8 objects with only a 24 µm detection, the upper limit to the 8 µm flux translates into a lower limit of α IR −1. For the four QSO (29, 35, 37, and COSMOS-FR I 236), we derive again the spectral index assuming that the emission at 8 µm has only a dust origin (Table 3 and 5).
Since the temperatures associated with the thermal component are poorly constrained, we prefer to crudely estimate the overall dust temperature from the spectral index α IR . By assuming a single black-body dust component, the values of α IR translate into a temperature range of 750-1200 K and 350-600 K for α IR = −1 and 1, respectively. The derived temperature depends on redshift, with the lower (upper) values of T being derived for z = 0.8 (z = 3).
UV excess
Inspection of the SED fits obtained with 2SPD indicates that the UV excesses (above the contribution of the OSP) are usually poorly constrained. Furthermore, the very stellar origin is not granted and the UV excess might be due to an AGN contribution. It is necessary to introduce a model-independent criterion to assess which sources really show an UV excess and to estimate its luminosity. We visually check all SEDs, searching for sources with a substantial flattening in the SED at short wavelengths or with a change of the slope between the OSP and the emission in the UV band. A clear (marginal) UV excess in seen in 18 (12) sources, properly marked in Table 3 . The remaining SEDs drop sharply in the UV and are well reproduced by the emission from the OSPs.
In order to quantify the UV contribution, for the objects showing an UV excess we measure the flux at 2000 Å in the rest frame, L UV , from the best fitting model, similarly to what done by B13. For the UV-faint sources, we estimate an upper limit on the UV emission. For the four QSOs, we measure the flux at 2000 Å by using a power-law fit on the photometric data-points in the UV. In addition, we measure the upper limits to the UV excess also for the UV-faint objects studied in B13. The new UV excess measurements, included in the observed range 10 41.5 L UV 10 45.5 erg s −1 , are reported in Table 5 .
The RL AGN population at z 1 in the COSMOS field
The final sample of radio galaxies selected in the COSMOS field at z 1 counts 74 objects (precisely, 43 selected in this work plus 31 from B13). It includes 4 QSO, namely 29, 35, 37, and COSMOS-FR I 236. Figure 3 summarizes the selection procedure which drives to the final sample. The redshifts of the entire sample range between ∼0.7 and ∼3 with a median of 1.2. In the next sections we will study the properties of the entire population, gathering the results obtained in this work and those obtained by B13. Table 5 collects the information on the members of the sample.
Radio properties
Considering all the radio sources selected in the COSMOS field (see Table 5 ), most of them appear compact or marginally extended. Although it is possible that the non-detection of largescale structures is a result of the high radio frequency at which the VLA-COSMOS catalog is carried out, it is likely that the compact sources are intrinsically small, with sizes smaller than a few tens of kpc. The FR IIs, which show structures of, at most, some hundreds of kpc, are approximately one third of the entire sample, while the bona-fide FR Is are two (both in C09 sample).
In Fig. 6 (left panel) we show the histograms of rest-frame (using a radio spectral index α = 0.8) radio powers at 1.4 GHz measured with FIRST and NVSS, reported in Table 5 Fanaroff & Riley 1974) . For the entire population of high-z RL AGN in the COSMOS field, the median FIRST luminosity is 10 32.59 erg s −1 Hz −1 . The radio luminosities of our sample are far larger than ∼10 30 erg s −1 Hz −1 , the radio luminosity below which starburst activity may significantly contribute (e.g., Mauch & Sadler 2007; Wilman et al. 2008) . Therefore, we can be confident that our sources are associated with RL AGN, where radio emission has a non-thermal synchrotron origin from the relativistic jets. Furthermore, the radio-loudness parameter (here measured as the radio-to-UV flux ratio, White et al. 2007 ) is always far higher than the threshold that separates radio-quiet from RL AGN.
Similarly to the approach used by B13, we prefer to separate the sample in high and low power (HP and LP, respectively) using the local FR I/FR II break as divide (see Table 5 ). This helps us to investigate the properties of the sample and the role of the AGN, whose radio luminosity is a good estimator of its power. 40 out of 74 objects are HPs. All FR IIs are HPs, with only 3 exceptions (namely 5, 13, and 15) although still with radio luminosities larger than 10 32 erg s −1 Hz −1 . With respect to B13, the inclusion of sources of higher fluxes corresponds to a broader range of luminosity at each given redshift (Fig. 6, right  panel) , thus improving our ability to explore the properties of high-z radio galaxies. Furthermore, it is noteworthy the redshift coverage of the FR II as broad as the entire observed range.
Global photometric properties of the sample
The radio galaxies at z 1 selected in the COSMOS field are associated with hosts which are in first approximation earlytype galaxies. However, a further study is necessary to investigate quantitatively the morphology of the hosts to classify them more precisely. This will be addressed in a forthcoming paper.
Another important result is that the galaxies which harbor our sample of distant RL AGN are massive and old. In fact the median stellar mass of the hosts of these RL AGN is 5.8 × 10 10 M ⊙ . Figure 7 does not show any significantly evident relation between the stellar content and the radio power and the redshifts. In fact, if we divide the sample in LPs and HPs or FR IIs and no-FR IIs, no clear differences in stellar masses are present. Furthermore, the typical age of the dominant stellar population in those galaxies is a few Gyr-yr old.
The dust luminosities of the sample cover the range between 10 43 to 10 46 erg s −1 , with a median value of 7 × 10 43 erg s −1 (Fig. 8, left panel) . Considering the radio classes, the LP and HP difference in dust luminosity is a factor ∼3.3. FR IIs cover the entire range of IR excess luminosities, showing also non detections at 24 µm. Figure 8 (right panel) shows a broad overlapping between the radio classes in dust luminosities and in IR spectral indices. This indicates that an increase of the AGN power (L radio ) is not necessarily associated with an increase of the dust luminosity and/or temperature. This denotes different possible contribution for the IR emission, star-formation and/or AGN. However, we will focus on the association between the dust and the AGN in Sect. 7.3.
The UV luminosities of the radio population range between L UV ∼ 10 41.5 and 10 45.5 erg s −1 (Fig. 9) , with a median value of 6 × 10 42 erg s −1 . Most of LPs are faint in UV, while HPs show UV luminosities larger than LPs by a factor ∼6. HPs include most of the significant UV detections. FR II sources cover the entire range of UV luminosities, showing also upper limits.
The global picture emerging from the high-z RL AGN population is substantially a mild bimodality. The LP are typically UV-and IR-faint, while the HPs are on the opposite side of the luminosity range. This behavior is not clearly a one-to-one relation and needs to be statistically tested (see next section).
We prefer to address the comparisons of our results with other samples of distant and local radio galaxies in a forthcoming paper.
The connection between radio, dust, and UV emission
In this section we focus on the possible link between the nuclear and host properties for the entire sample of high-z RL AGN in the COSMOS field. The key point is to understand the origin of the IR and UV emission which might be stellar or as- A statistical approach which takes into account the censored data is necessary to analyze the significance of such trends. We performed a statistical analysis using the Astronomy Survival Analysis (ASURV) package (Lavalley et al. 1992) . We used the schmittbin task (Schmitt 1985) to calculate the associated linear regression coefficients for two sets of variables. Operatively, we carried out this procedure twice, obtaining two linear regressions: first, considering the former quantity as the independent variable and the latter as the dependent one and second switching the roles of the variables. The best fit is represented by the bisector of these two regression lines. This followed the suggestion of Isobe et al. (1990) that considers such a method preferable for problems that require a symmetrical treatment of the two variables. In order to estimate the quality of the linear regression, we used the generalized Spearman's rank order correlation coefficient, using the spearman task (Akritas 1989) . Furthermore, since the sample covers a large range of redshifts, we tested the effects of such a quantity in driving these correlations (both luminosities depend on z 2 ) estimating the Spearman Partial Rank correlation coefficient. 9 All the statistical parameters obtained are reported in Table 6 .
Firstly, let us consider the relation between IR excess luminosity and 1.4-GHz FIRST power (Fig. 8, left panel) . Using the generalized Spearman's ρ test, the probability that a fortuitous correlation is P = 0.0007. However, considering the common dependence of the two luminosities on redshift, such a probability increases to P = 0.193.
Secondly, we focus on the UV excess and its possible link with radio power and dust luminosity (Fig. 9 , left and right panels). For the radio-UV relation, the generalized rank coefficient ρ returns a probability of no correlation of P = 0.0001. The exclusion of the common redshift dependence with the partial rank coefficient yields a probability, P = 0.019 that a fortuitous correlation appears. Instead, for the UV-IR relation, according to the generalized Spearman's rank coefficient, the probability that there is no correlation between the variables is P < 0.0001. The effect of the redshift which might stretch the relation is negligible as the value of the partial ρ slightly changes and the associated probability is still very small (P = 0.0007).
Since the four QSO present in the sample are among the brightest sources in the UV and IR bands, they potentially might drive the relations we find. We then re-measure the cen- 9 The Spearman Partial Rank correlation coefficient estimates the linear correlation coefficient between two variables taking the presence of a third into account. If X and Y are both related to the variable z, the Spearman partial correlation coefficient is Table 6. sored statistics parameters by excluding them. We obtain that the relations improve, apart from the radio-IR trend that slightly worsens. This indicates that the QSOs are not responsible to drive the relations in the radio-IR-UV planes.
Summarizing, these tests enable us to conclude that the UV emission is significantly correlated with both the IR and the radio luminosities, the former being the stronger link. Conversely, the radio-IR relation might be real, but it has a not negligible probability of being just driven by the common redshift dependence.
Summary and conclusions
We select a sample of radio sources in the COSMOS field looking for objects at high redshifts (z 1), and extending a previous analysis focused on low-luminosity radio galaxies selected by C09 and studied by B13. While C09 selected the sample with the aim of searching for FR I candidates, we relaxed the C09 selection criteria in order to include all radio sources likely to be associated with galaxies at z 1, independently of the radio morphology. In particular we include in this analysis also objects with a FR II radio morphology and we do not set a high limit to the radio flux in order to obtain a complete view of the RL AGN phenomenon in this cosmological era. We then consider all radio sources with a flux > 1 mJy looking for faint optical counterparts (I > 21), typical of radio galaxies in the redshift region of interest. We take advantage of the COSMOS multiband survey to select and identify their host galaxies with a careful visual inspection of the multiwavelength counterparts. The wide spectral coverage from the FUV to the MIR enables us to derive their SEDs and model them with our own code, 2SPD, which includes two stellar population of different ages and dust component(s). We obtained a sample formed by 74 members, most of them indeed having z 1.
The sample displays a large variety of radio and photometric properties, such as, compact radio sources, FR Is, FR IIs and QSOs. We analyzed the properties of the SEDs of the sample analogously to what done by B13. Here we summarize the main properties of the entire high-z COSMOS RL AGN population and briefly discuss them.
-The photometric redshifts of the sample range between ∼ 0.7 and 3, with a median of z = 1.2. Most of the sources have already a photo-z derivation from the COSMOS collaboration, but some do not mainly because their I-band magnitudes are beyond the I = 25 limit of the COSMOS photometric redshift catalog. Our photo-z measurements are in agreement with those present in literature, but more robust because of the careful visual inspections of the multi-band counterparts. For those source not present in the COSMOS catalog, we provide new photo-z estimates. -Once we obtain the photo-z, we infer their radio luminosities starting from their FIRST and NVSS radio fluxes. The rest-frame 1.4-GHz radio power distribution of the sample covers the range from 10 31.5 to 10 34.3 erg s −1 Hz −1 , straddling the local FR I/FR II break (L 1.4 GHz = 10 32.6 erg s
Hz −1 ). Based on such a separation we divide the sample in low-and high-power (LP and HP) sources. The radio sources are mostly compact (or slightly resolved) with sizes smaller than a few tens of kpc. Nevertheless, 21 objects show FR II radio morphology and are mostly HPs. Three QSOs show compact radio structure, while one is associated with the center of a FR II.
-The most robust result of the SED modeling is the derivation of the host stellar mass. The stellar content distribution covers values from ∼10 10 to 10 11.5 M ⊙ with a median value of 6 × 10 10 M ⊙ . LP and HP sources have similar stellar mass distributions.
-Most sources show SED dominated by an old stellar population with an age of ∼ 1-3 Gyr. However, significant excesses above the old stellar population are often observed in the IR and/or UV part of the SEDs. -A dust component is necessary to account for the 24µm emission in 32 objects in the sample and significant infrared excesses even at shorter wavelengths are observed in 13 of these galaxies (not considering the four QSOs). The dust luminosities derived from these infrared excesses range from ∼10 43 to 10 45.5 erg s −1 . The dust temperatures estimated for these 13 objects are 350-1200 K, values dependent on the MIR spectral shape and redshifts.
-The UV excess are present significantly in 30 sources and marginally in 19 sources. Estimates of the UV luminosities measured at 2000 Å (at rest frame) yield values in the range of 10 41.5 -10 45.5 erg s −1 . -We test the statistical significance of the radio-IR-UV luminosity relations, taking into account censored statistics and the influence of the common dependence of luminosities on redshift. The UV emission is significantly correlated with both the IR and the radio luminosities, the former being the stronger link. Conversely, more doubts are present for the radio-IR relation.
It is important to further address at this stage the sample completeness and purity, an essential issue for any future statistical study.
A potential worry concerns the completeness at low fluxes. Indeed, a radio source with a total flux exceeding the adopted flux threshold of 1 mJy, might be split into two separate components both below the flux limit. Such objects would not be included causing incompleteness for radio fluxes between 1 and 2 mJy. We looked for sources in the COSMOS field between 0.6 (the FIRST catalog flux limit) and 1 mJy, and then focused on the 20 objects detected by the COSMOS-VLA images. 13 of them have clear optical/IR counterparts and thus are unlikely to be one component of a double radio source. None of remaining 7 shows evident FIRST double morphology on a scale of 180 arcsec. This suggests that the incompleteness caused by this effect is negligible.
A further problem appears to exist at higher radio fluxes. 20 FIRST radio sources, including extended radio sources, are not part of the final sample: 10 of them were discarded because they are not detected in the VLA-COSMOS survey, while in another 10 cases the association with an optical/IR counterpart is not possible or univocal. On the other hand, the identification of further 10 FR II appears to be much more convincing. We do not expect more than a few false positive among them. With this approach we favor the sample purity over its completeness. Another 6 objects were instead excluded, despite a successful counterpart identification, because the obtained modeling of their SEDs is less convincing than the others. We then conclude that while no more than a few per cent of interlopers might be present (and all at high radio fluxes), a fraction as high as ∼25% of incompleteness may affect the sample.
The total radio power distribution of the sample is rather broad and straddle the luminosity separation between FR Is and FR IIs in the local Universe. Note that the selected sample is, as planned, of much lower luminosity than classical samples of radio sources at similar redshifts and comparable to those of the local population of radio galaxies. However, the radio luminosities of our sample are far larger than the level at which starburst activity may significantly contribute and this indicates that they are genuine RL AGN. Unfortunately, we cannot establish the radio morphological classification for most of the sources; furthermore, the separation between the two FR types is less sharp at higher radio frequencies, considering that the rest-frame of these observations is ∼ 3 GHz (at z=1.2). Nonetheless, for the objects for which this is possible the radio power generally predicts correctly their FR classification. In particular all FR IIs are HPs, with only 3 exceptions that still have radio luminosities larger than 10 32 erg s −1 Hz −1 . Also local FR II radio galaxies exist at this lower radio power (e.g., Zirbel & Baum 1995; Best et al. 2005b) .
The hosts of these high-z low-luminosity radio sources are massive (likely, early-type) galaxies, M * ∼10 10 to 10 11.5 M ⊙ . These values are similar with those derived for ellipticals in the COSMOS field in a similar range of redshifts (Ilbert et al. 2010 ). However, they display a wide range of properties. On the one hand, roughly half of the sample appears to be similar to those of local FR Is which live in red massive early-type galaxies (e.g., Zirbel 1996; Best et al. 2005a; Smolčić 2009; . Indeed, among the least radio luminous objects, 28 sources are faint in both the UV and MIR bands. On the other hand, significant excesses in the UV and/or in the MIR band are often present. These excesses are observed in LP and HP sources, in contrast to low-z FR I which are typically UV faint and poor in dust (e.g., Chiaberge et al. 2002; Baldi & Capetti 2008; Hardcastle et al. 2009 ). These photometric properties are, instead, more familiar to local FR IIs, which typically show bluer color (e.g., Baldi & Capetti 2008; Smolčić 2009 ) and larger amount of dust (e.g., de Koff et al. 2000; Dicken et al. 2010 ) than FR Is. These two behaviors correspond, but only approximatively, to the two radio classes, LPs and HPs. In fact, overall, LPs (HPs) seem to better conform with the local FR Is (FR IIs) than HPs (LPs).
A key issue is to establish the origin of the MIR and UV emission, i.e. whether they are produced by the AGN and/or by star formation within the host. The statistical analysis indicates a connection between these two processes. However, this does not directly imply that for each source the IR and UV emission have the same origin. If we focus on the 13 sources which show the significant MIR excess (to which we add the 4 QSOs) the dust temperatures crudely derived from the spectral indices indicate values that largely exceed those measured in star forming galaxies (where T dust 200 K, e.g., Dunne & Eales 2001; Hwang et al. 2010) . This warrants that in these objects we deal with a dust heating mechanism from the AGN, where T dust 300 K (e.g., Ogle et al. 2006) . The UV properties of these sources are complex: two of them are undetected, while the remaining galaxies show a large scatter in the MIR/UV ratio. Furthermore, for our sample of radio galaxies this ratio is L IR excess /L UV ∼ 1 − 100, much higher than typical for QSO (Elvis et al. 1994 ). This suggests that nuclear obscuration also plays an important role, an indication also supported by their resolved optical appearance. The observed UV emission might still be nuclear in origin (e.g., due to scattering) but we cannot exclude a contribution (even dominant) from star formation.
For the remaining 57 objects, the situation is even more complex, with the only common feature of an absence of an excess in the IRAC bands. In fact, some of them show a 24 µm detection but not always accompanied with an UV excess, and viceversa. The upper limits on the dust temperature for the galaxies detected in Spitzer are not sufficiently stringent to exclude an AGN origin. However, for the 28 objects which are faint in UV and IR band, the emission in such bands is likely ascribed to the galaxy and/or synchrotron radiation from the jet, as seen in local FR Is (e.g., Chiaberge et al. 2002; Baldi & Capetti 2008; .
The correlation between radio and UV indicates that a more powerful AGN has a larger probability to be associated with bluer host, but it remains unclear whether this is due to a larger star formation rate in the host or to a brighter AGN. The connection between radio and IR correlation has a significantly larger dispersion. A similar scatter is found also in the local RL AGN population (Dicken et al. 2009 ); here, this is clearly related to the different properties of the various classes of RL AGN.
In summary, the sample of the high-z RL AGN population in the COSMOS field includes active galaxies in which the contribution from AGN and stellar emission may largely different from one object to the other. Weak AGN dominated by an old stellar population, bright quasar-like AGN, and star formation are the fundamental ingredients for the 'recipe' to account for the range of properties of the sample, as broad as their radio morphology variety.
A further study is clearly necessary to investigate the properties of this sample which also includes information on the Xray and radio core data, already available from the COSMOS survey. Furthermore, a more detailed and quantitative comparison of this sample of RL AGN at high redshifts with samples of local and distant radio galaxies as well as with population of quiescent galaxies at high z is required to explore their differences and the similarities in order to shed further light on the galaxy-BH evolution across the cosmic time. Table 1 ). The left image for each source is from the VLA-COSMOS survey; the right image shows radio contours and the host identification in the band labelled on top. The image size in arcsec is marked on the bottom of each panel. When necessary we mark the identified host galaxy with a white circle. Results from the analysis of the SEDs with 2SPD. Column description: (1) ID number of the object; (2) photometric redshift measured with 2SPD; (3)-(4)-(5)-(6) age in Gyr, A V , flux fraction and mass fraction of the young stellar population (YSP) at 4800 Årest frame; (7)-(8) age in Gyr and A V of the old stellar population (OSP); (9) the total stellar mass of the galaxy in M ⊙ ; (10)-(11) the effective temperature (in K) of the one or two dust components and their luminosities, L dust (in units of 10 9 L ⊙ ); (12)-(13) the infrared excess luminosity (in erg s −1 ) defined in the text (Section 6.3) and the spectral index measured on the infrared excess at 8 and 24µm; (14) UV luminosity at 2000 Å in the rest frame in erg s −1 . The marginal UV excesses are marked with a m . The objects with the ID in bold charachter (namely, 10, 22, and 33) are excluded from the final sample for their ambiguous SED properties. Column description: (1) ID number of the object; (2) photometric or spectroscopic (if available) redshift; (3)-(4) FIRST and NVSS radio luminosities; (5) classification based on the radio power: low or high power (LP or HP) radio sources; (6) radio morphology based on the VLA-COSMSO images; (7) the total stellar mass of the galaxy in M⊙; (8)-(9) the infrared excess luminosity (in erg s −1 ) and the spectral index measured on the infrared excess at 8 and 24µm; (10) UV luminosity at 2000 Å in the rest frame in erg s −1 . The marginal UV excesses are marked with a m . Column description: (1)- (2) the two variables of the considered relation; (3)-(4) the generalized Spearman correlation coefficient (computed including upper limits) and the probability that there is no correlation between the variables; (5)-(6) the partial rank coefficient after excluding the common dependence of redshift and the probability that there is no correlation between the variables; (7)- (8) 
